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   Legal Search Marketing  Sustainable growth
for modern law firms.
 We help law firms achieve sustainable growth by generating traffic, leads, and new cases from organic and paid search marketing.
 Get Started


  
  



  Start a quote
Call 855-593-6935  


 



 



 



 



 





  Hear from Happy Attorneys  



  4.7 out of 5 
 



 These are people I want to do business with   I felt like these guys are not selling me on something that’s unrealistic, they’ve set reasonable goals. They have a plan to get there.  



 Attorney Joshua Massingil
 



 I trust their judgment and strategies.   For years, Juris Digital has been a trusted marketing partner. I recommend them for any lawyer seeking to invest in a long-term digital strategy.  



 Attorney Seth Gladstein
 



 Juris Digital is our law firm’s secret weapon.   We’re getting more and better cases and we’ve been thrilled with the level of accountability and personal service that we receive. I highly recommend them.  



 Attorney Andy Gillin



 



  NICE TO MEET YOU  We're the law firm marketing agency for business owners.
 We know that what looks good on a marketing report isn’t always – or even often – what drives real revenue growth for your firm. At Juris Digital we don’t care about vanity metrics. We care about bottom-line outcomes, like these:

     How a blog redesign increased Grossman Law’s leads by 478%  Learn More 


   How Pines Federal Achieved a 10x Increase in Organic Traffic  Learn More    How SEO & content marketing propelled Vantage Group Legal to 200+ leads per month  Learn More    How Massingill Law Achieved Consistent & Predicable Growth with Help from Juris Digital  Learn More    How GJEL Accident Attorneys Dominate Six NorCal Locations with Help from Juris Digital  Learn More      Search Engine Optimization (SEO)  Learn More 
 



  Our Services  Solutions that drive business outcomes for you, not billable hours for us.
 Some legal marketing agencies offer services that provide dubious value simply because they are easy to execute and familiar to their clients. Not us. We only offer digital marketing services that drive the business outcomes you need to grow your law firm.



    Local SEO / Google Maps Marketing  Learn More         Website Design & Development  Learn More         Legal Content Marketing  Learn More         Paid Search Marketing  Learn More         Google Local Service Ads  Learn More         Success Story Creation  Learn More                 




 We’ve seen huge increases in our page rankings in our web traffic, in our form submissions. We are seeing steady improvement. That’s the sort of results that we were promised.
 — Attorney Joshua Massingill



  OUR PORTFOLIO  No matter your area of law, we’ve been there and generated leads for that.
 Explore our website portfolio to get a sense of the quality of our work and the variety of practice areas we have the chops to take on.

   Area of Law  	        View All
	         Personal Injury
	         Larger Law Firms
	         Large Market Firms
	         Fully Custom Sites
	         Family Law
	         Business Law
	         Real Estate Law
	         Employment Law
	         Smaller Law Firms
	         Estate Planning
	         Criminal Defense
	         Small Market Firms
	         Custom Homepage Sites




 



 




  Ferrante & Koenig 	    237% Organic Traffic
	    11 Qualified Leads Per Month

 visit website

 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 








   



  Why Choose Us?  Come for our reputation, stay for our results.
 Experience the difference of partnership with a team of professionals who put your goals at the center of everything they do.

           
  Good enough is not good enough   When we partner with your law firm we become representatives of your brand. We take that responsibility seriously. That’s why we obsess over making every deliverable exceptional. That means striking designs, error-free functionality, and of course, accurate and reliable information. 

           
  Your goals over everything   When you win, we win. That’s why our only agenda is your agenda. With us you won’t get upsells and add-ons designed to bilk you for all your worth. Instead, every service we deliver will be in service of achieving your goals. 

             
  Trailblazing leadership   Our principals have 30 years of combined experience in SEO and legal digital marketing. Not bad for a company not even a decade old? When you choose Juris Digital you join forces with and gain access to some of the most established and influential minds in legal marketing. 

                    
  Proven SEO expertise   Claiming expertise is not something we take lightly. We only say it because we can prove it. For over a decade, we’ve honed our SEO knowledge and have achieved top keyword rankings time and again for some of the most competitive keywords on the planet. 

              
  Positive return on investment, guaranteed   When you’ve done it as many times as we have, offering a guarantee isn’t risky. It’s natural. Our proven and tested methods mean that we can guarantee a positive return on your investment. 



            




 They have helped our business grow from startup to profitability in less than a year. Cannot recommend highly enough!
 — Attorney Jason McConnell



  Answers  You’ve got questions, we’ve got no-BS answers
 Making an investment in marketing your law firm online is a big decision. We get that, which is why we are ready to answer your questions with straight-forward, honest information. If you don’t see the answers you need here, give us a shout. We’ll be happy to chat with you. To read more FAQ, click here.

 How much does it cost to work with us?
  
 We get it  – price matters. But remember, marketing is an investment, not an expense. So we encourage our clients to ask themselves: What am I comfortable investing in marketing, and what kind of ROI do I need to achieve to make that investment worth while? We’ll work with you to come up with these answers and then scope out a tailored a marketing plan based on your goals.


 Do I have to sign a long-term contract?
  
 Many of your competitors lock the clients into hard-to-break, long-term contracts. We don't do this because we understand the need to be flexible. At the same time, we know our clients must understand that search marketing takes time to bear fruit, so we ask that the firms we work with sign a basic agreement committing to a 12-month campaign. This ensures we get a fair chance to show you an exceptional return. Our goal and focus is mutual success.


 Will you work with my competitors?
  
 We limit the number of competing law firms with whom we’ll engage within any particular market. Our limited competition policy is intended to balance two essential company missions: To ensure fair and effective digital marketing services for every client and to help as many law firms as possible grow their reach through digital marketing. The policy is straightforward: No matter the size of your primary market or your marketing budget, we will never work with more than three competing firms in your area of practice and your market.


 Do you offer one-off, ala carte services?
  
 Yes, we do. We regularly work with law firms to help with website design and development and legal content writing on an ala carte basis. If you are interested in leveraging our services in this way, your best move is to give us a call and talk to a strategist about your goals.






  Thought Leadership  Legal marketing insights to help you understand how we think.
 We believe in content marketing. We do it for our clients, we do it for ourselves. In fact, “learning in public” is how we built our business, and it’s how we continue to hone our craft.

             Legal Marketing Guides 
  Browse dozens of articles that will guide you through high-level topics like “How can personal injury law firms get more clients?” and “what are the keys tactics for marketing a small law firm”. If you are looking to understand the fundamentals of marketing your law firm online, these resources are for you.   Browse Guides         
             Original Research 
  Have you ever wondered what people care about most when hiring a lawyer? Or maybe what percentage of Google clicks go to local results vs. ads? If so, consider yourself a nerd. Also, click the link below for answer to these questions and more.   Browse Research         
             Legal Marketing Tools 
  Here you'll find a handful of free tools to help you do better marketing for your law firm. Tools include a SERP Preview Generator, Schema Generator, Local Citation Checker, and Review Link Generator.   Browse Tools         
             Best of Legal Marketing 
  Looking for the best live chat software for your law firm? Or maybe the best legal CRM? Website host? Call answering service? This section is for you. Here you’ll find articles that help you select the right legal marketing tools and vendors for your needs.   Browse Best of Lists         
             News & Updates 
  This is where you’ll find timely updates related to the legal digital marketing industry as a whole, as well as news and updates specific to our company (like how we were just named an INC Best Place to Work).   Browse News & Updates         
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